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A customer-oriented
technological leader.

I

MTU supplies its customers with technologically-advanced
products that are proven in the ﬁeld. MTU’s range of
products and services for off-highway applications is
extensive and includes both standard and customized
solutions.
1

2

MTU is the core brand of Rolls-Royce Power
Systems AG, which is a world-leading provider
of high- and medium-speed diesel and gas
engines, complete drive systems, distributed
energy systems and fuel injection systems for
the most demanding requirements.

3
1 Technological leader
As a supplier of high-quality, performance propulsion solutions, MTU stands
for the highest level of technological expertise.
2 Passion
MTU is passionate about fulﬁlling the needs of its customers with the utmost
professionalism and precision.
3 Partnership
MTU is a reliable and trend-setting partner which acts with foresight in
a results-oriented manner.

The product range of MTU is one of the widest
and most modern in the sector. We offer
comprehensive, powerful and reliable engine
solutions for yachts, commercial ships and
naval vessels, construction and industrial
vehicles, agricultural machinery, mining, rail
and military vehicles as well as for the oil and
gas industry. We also provide a full line of
service products to help you maximize uptime
and performance.
For over 100 years, MTU has been known for
cutting-edge innovation and technological
leadership. That same spirit of innovation
inspires our sustainability efforts. Today and
in the future, our focus is on developing and
implementing system solutions to maximize
efﬁciency and meet emissions standards.

An expert technological leader
MTU has always set standards in technological
expertise for customized product and system
solutions. To deliver you maximum power density,
we concentrate our innovation on the continuous
advancement of our core competencies: fuel
injection, turbo charging, exhaust aftertreatment
and electronics.
A passionate engine specialist
We spend every day working together with you,
our customers, to deliver engines and systems
that best ﬁt your needs. Whether a standard
system or a customized solution – we are
passionate about the art of engine creation.
A reliable partner
We understand the speciﬁc demands for
diverse applications. In collaboration with you,
we look for the solutions which are best suited
to your individual requirements. Every step of
the way – from the start of project planning,
during the design of your integrated system
solution, at the point of delivery and
commissioning and continuing through the
care of your product – we are there with you
for the entire lifecycle.
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Rail

Putting progress on track.

Over the course of their lifetime, trains cover
immeasurable distances, carry people and goods,
bring support and ensure mobility. They move us,
and we move them. Our engines and drive systems make rail transportation powerful, reliable
and safe.

These many years of experience, coupled with a
unique level of expertise accumulated over decades, form the basis of our innovative strength
and acknowledged systems capabilities. Locomotive and railcar manufacturers all over the
world rely on us as their industrial partner.

Back in 1924, standard engines developed and
manufactured by MTU were already being used in
rail transportation and, since 1950, we have
supplied up to 20,000 engines as drive units and
power generation units for railcars all over the
world. Time and time again, over hundreds of
millions of kilometers of rail, they have proven
their absolute reliability, high operational
availability and exceptional economic efﬁciency.
They also incorporate the very latest in environmental technology and have the potential to meet
future requirements.

With MTU ValueCare we offer a comprehensive
portfolio of service products that ensure the
optimum running and value retention of our drive
systems over the long term. Our service network
is at your disposal all over the world: always and
everywhere.

II

All our products and services continue to set new
standards. Such consistently high levels of quality
are also reﬂected in our leading status in certiﬁ cations: MTU is the ﬁrst diesel engine manufacturer in the world to have received International
Railway Industry Standard (IRIS) certiﬁcation.

2

1

1 Looking back
In 1933 our diesel engines powered the legendary
“Flying Hamburger” to 160 km/h, a revolutionary speed
at that time.
2 State of the art
MTU rail engines are reliable, powerful and eco-friendly
drive units found in many of today’s high-speed trains
and many other rail vehicles.

Drive Solutions for Railcars

Improvements in performance,
efﬁciency, and trust.
All on track.

Increasing demand for local public transportation brings with it an
ongoing need for modern railcars with the latest drive system technology. MTU – as the experienced specialist – provides the drive
systems to support eco-friendly trafﬁc designs.
The innovative MTU Rail PowerPacks® meet all the requirements of
this high-performance sector, which demands far more than simply a
“powerful engine”. Our extremely compact, complete systems are
conﬁgured to suit individual customer needs and can then be integrated into the vehicle in a quick and easy process, using Plug&Play.
The high level of reliability of our drive systems ensures that trains
can run on time and that operations keep running smoothly – a key
factor in economic success. In addition, low operating costs and fuel
consumption ﬁgures, long maintenance intervals and a maintenancefriendly design all help keep operating costs down and further improve
efﬁciency.
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Drive Solutions for Multiple-Unit Trains and High-Speed Trains

Travel at speed.
Arrive on time.

Multiple-unit trains require top-level performance over a long period,
maximum operational availability and uncompromising economic
efﬁciency. For this reason manufacturers and rail operators have
depended on MTU’s Series 4000 rail drive systems for many years.
For high-speed trains in particular, which are playing an increasingly
major role on national and international routes, the advantages of
MTU engines come into their own. Extremely powerful and proven in
continuous service, our drive systems demonstrate an excellent
power-to-weight ratio and outstanding operational availability, enabling them to deliver the reliability, punctuality and safety expected
from these high-tech trains.
A worldwide service network and on-site facilities at railway depots
ensure optimum levels of support and minimum downtime.
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Drive Solutions for Mainline and Multipurpose Locomotives

Reliability in motion.

MTU drive systems for mainline and multipurpose locomotives
operate in a wide variety of conditions and are always custommade to suit their speciﬁc areas of activity.
They are in continuous use, day after day, and prove their reliability
on every continent and over thousands of kilometers. They prove
their worth in heavy goods operations just as much as at high
speeds on long-haul passenger routes.

MTU’s worldwide service network and local railroad depots give
rail operators the highest possible level of conﬁdence: fast and
competent support minimizes unproductive downtime and ensures
uninterrupted operational availability of rolling stock.

Long maintenance intervals, maintenance-friendly design and low
speciﬁc consumption ﬁgures all contribute to keeping overall life
cycle costs low and are thus important factors in the economically
efﬁcient running of rail vehicles.
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Drive Solutions for Shunting and Industrial Locomotives

Versatile power.
Reliable operation.

Shunting and industrial locomotives are true workhorses. Their specialized area of operation involves frequent load changes in all part-load operations and long periods spent in
low-load operations. This gives rise to very speciﬁc demands on the drive system, which
MTU engines meet with ease thanks to their excellent part-load per formance and acceleration characteristics.
Our robust and powerful engines prove their reliability – one of the key factors in all rail
applications – thousands of times every day. And since the smooth running of overall
railroad operations depends to a considerable extent on the reliable functioning of
shunting and industrial locomotives, our drive systems clearly have an important economic role to play. Long maintenance intervals and low speciﬁc fuel consumption ﬁgures
are further arguments that convince operators of the efﬁciency of our engines.
And wherever your ﬂeet may be: we’re not far away. Our worldwide service network will
ensure that rolling stock powered by our engines is always ready to go – and to operate –
under even the toughest of conditions.
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1

Drive Solutions for Special Purpose Vehicles

Individual drive solutions for
extraordinary requirements.

2

3

To keep railroad operations running smoothly at all times, a range of
special rail vehicles provides supporting services. For these specialpurpose vehicles, we provide custom-made drive solutions.
Low exhaust emissions make MTU drive systems ideal for use in a range
of special-purpose vehicles such as tunnel servicing and maintenance
locomotives used for construction or repair work in places like subway
systems. A choice of diesel-electric, diesel-mechanical and dieselhydraulic drive versions is available.
We also offer diesel-hydrostatic drive systems for construction-work and
other special vehicles that operate at extremely low speed.
Whichever you choose, all our engines come with the uncompromising
levels of reliability, availability and economic-efﬁciency you need.
As an industrial specialist, we offer the complete engineering package for
every drive solution, from the project concept phase through to installa
tion. Throughout the entire operating life of our engines, our service network and local rail depots will provide professional support: anytime,
anywhere.

4
1 Fire ﬁghting and rescue train
2 Grinding train
3 Snow plow
4 Our experts develop the best solution for your requirements.
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MTU PowerPacks® and Engines

We move you.
With experience and innovation.

MTU PowerPacks® and railroad engines set the benchmark for
what diesel drive systems must deliver in this demanding sector.
Their uncompromising operational availability ensures that railroad
operations run with absolute reliability, while their exceptional
efﬁciency is a key factor in the economic success of railroad
operators. The very latest MTU emissions technologies also ensure
that our railroad engines are among the cleanest drive systems
in the world. Systems like these, that treat natural resources
with respect and already meet future emissions standards, help
us ensure that we meet our social responsibilities as an engine
manufacturer.

III

1

System Expertise and System Integration

We develop the system
to deliver your success.

2

A conventional drive system made up of individual
components or an MTU PowerPack®: as an experienced system supplier we design and deliver individualized complete solutions, tailor-made to suit a
speciﬁc application, a broad range of needs, and all
associated conditions and requirements.
At the heart of what we do is always the engine.
A choice of underﬂoor or engine room installation,
low weight and compact installation dimensions
make MTU diesel engines the best solution for drive
systems in railroad vehicles.
1 MTU PowerPacks®
Complete, proven drive systems for your rail vehicles.
Here, too, we provide the solution that best suits your special requirements.
2 Conventional railroad drive systems
Comprising a series of individual components. The foundation of each is our Series 4000 engines.
In each case we design and supply an individual system solution.

The high ﬂexibility of the system conﬁguration makes
the engines suitable for use in diesel-electric, dieselmechanical or diesel-hydraulic drive units. This means
that complete drive systems can be individually ﬁtted.

A wide range of accessories is also available, to suit
your requirements; and all of these meet the same
high quality standards as the engine itself. Such items
ensure simple integration at all interface points as well
as the functionality of required special features.
The high standard of our comprehensive engineering
expertise is just as convincing. During the design
phase of individual drive solutions, our Competence
Center Rail, as we call it, will provide you with a level
of expertise that is unique, anywhere in the world.
On the basis of our long-standing experience and solid
references, we can understand your requirements - no
matter how difﬁcult they may be. And no company
except MTU has been able to consistently offer the
complete package of capabilities that is necessary
for the development of complete customer-speciﬁc
solutions from one source.
Take advantage of our expertise.
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MTU PowerPacks® and Engines

All engines at a glance.

Engine
Type

MTU
PowerPack
Series
1800

MTU
PowerPack
Series
1600

0
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kW

315 – 390 kW
28
422 – 523 bhp
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30
758 – 940 bhp

690 kW
Series
1600

34
925 bhp

850 – 3300 kW
Series
4000

36
1140 – 4425 bhp
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III
Efﬁcient and powerful:

MTU PowerPacks®
for railcars

1

2
2 MTU PowerPack® – the highly compact, highly integrated solution
1 Frame
2 Diesel engine
3 Air conditioning compressor
4 On-board power generator

4

6

3

5 Brake air compressor

2

6 Cooling unit

5

7 Power shift transmission
8 Urea tank
9 Exhaust catalyst with mufﬂer
Representation of a PowerPack® 6H1800 with SCR technology
(EU Stage IIIB / US EPA Tier 4i)

7

We have developed a series of individualized solutions involving a range of
different frames and will use our extensive experience to ﬁnd the appropriate
solution to suit the requirements of any speciﬁc vehicle.

9

1 The SAM automation module is integrated into the PowerPack® and
provides an electronic interface to the central railcar control system.
It allows for simple integration into new or, in the case of reﬁts,
existing vehicle control systems. Thanks to an integrated safety
system, outputs are automatically adjusted or triggers an engine shutoff. The integrated load management system automatically identiﬁes
the optimum traction setting.

1

8

The MTU PowerPack®:
Compact. Complete. Efﬁcient.
The MTU PowerPack® is an innovative drive system that combines all
the individual system elements into a single functional unit mounted on
a supporting frame. This system is specially designed for underﬂoor installation and is characterized by its particularly ﬂat design. We supply
all three types of power transfer: Diesel-electric, diesel-mechanical and
diesel-hydraulic. Every MTU PowerPack® can be individually conﬁgured.
Features
— Responsibility for the design and performance of the traction system
as a whole stays in one place. A single supplier is responsible for all
elements of the drive system; and a single partner is in charge of
service and logistics – from the project initiation phase through to the
ﬁnal handover inspection.
— Interfaces are reduced to the most extreme system limits of the PowerPack®. This means that the complete system has been coordinated and
tested by MTU well before it is installed in the vehicle.
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— The Plug&Play conﬁguration makes installation and removal of the unit
quick and easy – also for maintenance purposes. Your trains are sure
to run on time.
— The installation of a PowerPack® makes standardization possible and
reduces complexity. This leads to better cost-effectiveness than
through the use of individual components.
— The compact arrangement of the components reduces the total weight
of the PowerPack®.
— An electronic control system monitors, controls and regulates all
functions.

— The technology for eco-friendly drive systems:
We take responsibility for technology – also in the interests of protecting the environment: our PowerPacks® meet all current legislative
requirements, while we also already have the solutions to enable us to
meet the next level of emissions standards.
We meet US EPA Tier 3, 4i and EU Stage IIIB, with proven technologies,
e.g. through an optimized combustion process and SCR technology.
Selective Catalytic Reduction technology (SCR) involves the targeted
aftertreatment of the exhaust gas to convert nitrogen oxides (NOx) to
harmless, naturally occurring air components.

The MTU PowerPack® offers:
— Scope for individual conﬁguration; ﬂexible and standardized interface
solutions
— Low operating costs
— High performance efﬁciency
— Lowest fuel consumption
— Minimal exhaust emissions
— Long service life and excellent reliability
— Simple maintenance
— High level of availability
— Minimal resource requirement thanks to Plug & Play

Further features of the PowerPacks® are their low particulate emissions
and reduced levels of noise and vibration.

— For test purposes, it is possible to run the full drive system outside of
the vehicle – even under load.
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MTU PowerPacks® for Railcars,
Underﬂoor Installation

Series 1800

Series
Engine model
Cylinders
Power output

1800
6H 1800R
6 / in-line
kW
bhp

Drive systems 1)
Speed
rpm
Emissions certiﬁcation

315
335
360
390
422
449
483
523
DM/DH/DE
1800
EU Stage IIIA compl. / EU Stage IIIB /
EPA Tier 3 compl. / EPA Tier 4i

1)
Drive systems:
DM = diesel-mechanical
DH = diesel-hydraulic
DE = diesel-electric
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MTU PowerPacks® for Railcars,
Underﬂoor Installation

Series 1600

Series
Engine model
Cylinder
Power output

1600
12V 1600R
12V
kW
bhp

Drive systems 1)
Speed
rpm
Emissions certiﬁcation

565
758

625
838

660
885

700
939

DM/DH/DE

DM/DH/DE

DM/DH/DE

DM/DH/DE

2100
EU Stage IIIB

2100
EU Stage IIIB

1900
EU Stage IIIB

1900
EU Stage IIIB

1)
Drive systems:
DM = diesel-mechanical
DH = diesel-hydraulic
DE = diesel-electric
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III
Set new Standards:

MTU engines for railcar
trainsets and locomotives

Engines for Railcar Trainsets and Shunting
Locomotives, Engine Room Installation

Series 1600

Series
Engine model
Cylinders

1600
12V 1600R50
12V

Power output

690
925
1900
EU Stage IIIB

kW
bhp
Speed
rpm
Emissions certiﬁcation
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Series 4000:
The engine driving
your success.
For over 15 years, MTU Series 4000 engines have been the preferred
drive systems for modern locomotives. Over hundreds of millions of kilometers of rail travel, these engines have set the benchmark for what a
high-performance railroad system needs to deliver in this day and age.
Absolute reliability. Maximum operational availability. Uncompromising
economic efﬁciency.
Lower emissions, combined with lower weight, reduced fuel consumption
and improved overall economic efﬁciency – this is the speciality of engine
construction at MTU, developed on the basis of the very real demands of
everyday railway operations. It is a skill in engine construction that is
perfectly embodied by the Series 4000. It brings together our expertise in
all the important key technologies. It represents the manifestation of our
ambition to offer you the system solution best suited to your needs. And
with it comes – as you would expect from MTU engines – far more than
just a technological solution. It comes with all that you need for further
success in your particular sector. Today and in the future.
The current Series 4000 in overview:
— Cylinder variants 8V, 12V, 16V, 20V
— Common Rail injection system
· LEAD injectors with individual reservoir
· High-pressure in-line pump
— Optimum charging due to MTU exhaust gas turbocharger
· High charge pressures lead to increased power yield and reduced
particulate emissions
· High efﬁciency for low fuel consumption
— Optimized combustion process
· Reduction of NOx due to Miller cycle at optimal fuel consumption
— ADEC electronics (engine control system)
· Robust MTU electronics, perfectly matched to the engines

Advanced technology for environmental friendliness –
the new generation: Series 4000-04
The new Series 4000 engines with our emissions technology represent
the next generation of an engine series that has been proven thousands
of times over. Designed to meet the stringent emission standards
EU Stage IIIB and US EPA Tier 3 ULEL, the new generation Series 4000 is
very compact, powerful and extremely economical.
Our innovative emissions technology meeting EU Stage IIIB is based on
both in-engine and aftertreatment solutions.
In-engine technologies minimize the generation of pollutants during
combustion:
— Cooled exhaust gas recirculation
— LEAD2 injection system up to 2200 bar
— 2-stage regulated charging, 3 turbochargers, intercooling
— NOx-optimized valve control (Miller cycle)
— New low-NOx, low-soot combustion process
— Max. cylinder pressure 220+10 bar
— Advanced Diesel Engine Control system (ADEC) with emissions
regulation
The aftertreatment technology eliminates over 90% of particulate
emissions through use of an diesel particle ﬁlter with passive
regeneration.

The new generation Series 4000 engines comes with innovative
MTU emissions technology – to meet the most stringent emission
standards, to protect the environment.
Our emissions technology of the new generation Series 4000-04
at a glance:
In-engine technologies
— Exhaust gas recirculation
— Common Rail injection
— 2-stage charging
— Advanced Diesel Engine Control system (ADEC)
Aftertreatment technology
— Diesel particle ﬁlter
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Engines for Push-Pull Trains, Shunting
Multi-Purpose and Mainline Locomotives,
Engine Room Installation

Series 4000

Series
Engine model
Cylinders

4000
4000 R41
8V

Power output

kW
bhp
Speed
rpm
Emissions certiﬁcation

850 – 1100 1380 – 1650
1140 – 1475 1851 – 2212
1500 – 1860
UIC II

Series
Engine model
Cylinders

4000
4000 R43
8V

Power output

kW
bhp
Speed
rpm
Emissions certiﬁcation

1000 – 1200 1500 – 1800 2000 – 2400 2700 – 3000
1341 – 1609 2012 – 2414 2682 – 3218 3621 – 4023
1800
EU Stage IIIA compliant1)/UIC IIIA

Series
Engine model
Cylinders

4000
4000 R63
20V

Power output

kW
bhp
Speed
rpm
Emissions certiﬁcation

2700 – 3300 3150
3621 – 4425 4221
1800
1800
EU Stage IIIA compliant/
UIC IIIA

Series
Engine model
Cylinders

4000
4000 R64
12V 16V

Power output

1500 2000 2200
2012 2682 2950
1800
EU Stage IIIB

kW
bhp
Speed
rpm
Emissions certiﬁcation

12V

12V

16V
1700 – 2200
2280 – 2950

16V

20V

4000 R53
20V

4000 R74
16V

4000 R84
12V
16V

4000 R54
12V
16V

1800
2414

1800 2400
2414 3218
1800
EPA Tier 3
CARB ULEL

2400
3218

1) EU IIIA type approved. Under special preconditions certiﬁcation available on request.

Series 4000-04 engines portfolio meeting
EU Stage IIIB will be completed with 8V models.
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Repowering Solutions

New heart.
New life.

IV

1

Repowering Solutions

Economic alternatives to
new order.

After reconditioning and repowering, tried and tested locomotives and
railcars can be a genuinely economical alternative to placing a new order
– with four positive effects:
— The use of a modern MTU diesel engine reduces operating and
maintenance costs, maximizing the economic beneﬁts to the operator.
— All legally stipulated exhaust gas emission standards are met. Noise
emissions are also signiﬁcantly reduced.
— The availability and reliability of the vehicles are brought up to the level
of a new vehicle.

Following the conversion, the reduced operating costs bring the following
potential savings for the operator:
— Reduction in fuel costs
— Long maintenance intervals and minimal maintenance costs thanks to
new maintenance concept
— Legal requirements are met with well-proven combustion technology;
low fuel and oil consumption lead to low pollutant emissions and thus
high regard for the environment
— Lower investment costs through reducing reserve locomotive stock

2
1 Trains repowered with MTU engines run worldwide – safe
and reli able.

— The cost of investment is considerably lower than if a new vehicle were
purchased.

— Limited downtime thanks to high availability and high reliability

2 Repowering is an economical alternative for a broad variety of
rail applications.
3 We care for a smooth repowering process:
with excellent support and quality.

2

Our expertise as your industrial partner means that MTU will not
only provide the engines to be repowered but will also deliver a
comprehensive package of support services:
— Design phase through implementation of the drive system; active
support and professional engineering through all stages of the
repowering project

3

— Supply of the very latest, extensively proven engines and PowerPacks®
with the compact dimensions that make them simple to mount in the
available space, and with an excellent power-to-weight ratio that makes
the installation of higher outputs possible without permissible axle
loads being exceeded
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Automation Systems

Intelligent automation
for optimum operations.

Powerful engines alone will not meet the many technical demands
made of all these many different rail vehicles. Maximizing efﬁciency,
reliability and environmental compatibility is about more than just
power. This is why sophisticated automation systems take on the
control, regulation and monitoring of the engine functions. MTU
automation systems feature a modular design, making integration
simple, and are based on intelligent data bus technology.

V

Automation systems

All products and beneﬁts
at a glance
Automation system

SAM

Powerline

CaPoS (Capacitor Power System)

CaPoS smart edition

Components

– PowerPack Automation

– ADEC (ECU 7/ECU 9)

– Ultracap

– Ultracap

– MR2

– MDEC (ECU 4)

– DC/DC voltage transformer

– PEM

– PAU Engine

– Connection cable

– PAU Traction
– POM
Advantages at a glance
– Central interface for complete system
– For new-production and repowering projects

– Special rail automation system

– Electrical system voltage 16VDC-154VDC

– Central interface for complete system

– CAN interface

– Standalone component

– For new-production and repowering projects

– Maintenance-free

– Enclosure rating IP66

– Certiﬁed for rail applications

– Integral charger

– Maintenance-free

MTU PowerPacks®
for Railcars
Series 1800

Series 1600

MTU Engines for Railcar Trainsets
and Locomotives
Series 1600

Series 4000

Page
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SAM – The reliable partner for your PowerPack®

The smart module.

PowerPack®
auxiliary
PTOs

Gearbox
control
system

Braking
control
system

Reversing
control
system

Vehicle
control
system

Vehicle
control
commands

SAM

The System PowerPack Automation (SAM) is an innovative high-end technology of MTU for rail vehicles – e.g. for rail cars. PowerPack Automation
(SAM) optimizes the control, regulation and monitoring of the entire drive
system. Representing a modular system, it ensures perfect adaptation
of the drive system to the most complex operating conditions in rail
applications.

Thus, the new PowerPack® generation provides
— High power efﬁciency
— Lowest fuel consumption
— Minimum exhaust emissions which are considerably below the
statutory requirements (e.g. valid EU Stage IIIA and EU Stage IIIB)
— Flexible and standardized interface solutions

PowerPack Automation (SAM) allows:
— Easy integration in new or – in case of retroﬁts – existing vehicle
control systems
— Flexible adaptation to the vehicle or its components and to
project-speciﬁc requirements
— Automatic power adjustment or, if required, engine shutdown
by the integrated safety system as well as all other required
monitoring and safety functions
— Traction optimization by the integrated load management
(torque control) feature depending on the consumers connected
(e.g. generator, compressor etc.)

Diagnosis and maintenance
— Interface to the central railcar computer system, including the
drive system components.

Diagnosis
interface

Engine sensors
and control
elements

Engine
Management 1

SAM

Additional components for
current engine series with
emissions regulations EU Stage IIIB

Engine management system
with integrated SCR system
– Typical configuration –

Urea dosing
unit; Heating
valve and urea
nozzle

Urea supply
unit 2

Urea tank 2/3

SCR muffler
with catalyst 2
1
2
3

SAM - Service and Application Module

Service and Application Modul

System highlights and beneﬁts:
>
>
>
>
>
>

SCR-CAN

=

Complete system supplied from one single source
Modular design
Optimized diagnostic function
Intelligent CAN bus technology
Fast project implementation
Easy integration

SCR control
unit
Frame
module 2

Engine mounted
PowerPack mounted
Vehicle mounted

„SAM“ is a modern interface module with a future-oriented design
and high connection variability.
Physical standard interfaces:
> 3x CAN bus as per ISO 11898
> 10/100 Base T-Interface, via RJ45 connector
> Inputs: 10x Analog, 20x Optocoupler switch input, 8x 24V Switch input,
4x speed sensor input
Outputs: 20x transistor switch output, 2x PWM, 4x relay contacts,
8x signal output for instruments
Available CAN protocol standards:
> CANopen to DS301/302/307 Master & Slave; asynchronous/
synchronous; supports proﬁles: DSP421/423
> SAE J1939 1)

Custom solution:
> Ethernet TCP-IP protocol, socket solutions for remote diagnosis/
maintenance and integrated web server
> Standard communication protocols - company-speciﬁc solutions
possible, programmable to IEC 1131-3 / IEC 61131
Other characteristics:
> Control cabinet installation to IP40
> Quick and easy software updating using CF card
> Straightforward diagnosis using integrated web server and mini display

Certiﬁcation:
> SAM meets all common rail speciﬁcations
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powerline – Managing Your Train’s Drive System

Everything under control.

ADEC
MDEC
PAU
POM

powerline

= Advanced Diesel Engine Control
= MTU Diesel Engine Control
= Power Automation Unit
= Power Output Module

1) for Series 4000 R41
2) for Series 1600, Series 4000 R03/R04

powerline – MTU’s automation system for train drive units – represents a
step into a whole new future of technology for rail vehicles.
Even with only the basic components ADEC, POM and PAU, the
powerline automation system makes the integration of the engine into
the locomotive a simple process. POM, like ADEC, is an electronic module
mounted permanently to the engine. Control, regulation and monitoring
are all part of the package that MTU delivers. With the help of optimized
interface technology, the engine is quick and easy to install.
powerline for new locomotives or repowering
with Series 1600 and 4000
PAU Engine (Power Automation Unit)
Module for the monitoring, control and system integration of peripheral
engine components, with the following features:
— Stand-alone component with (redundant) CAN open interface to
vehicle control system
— Transfer of all engine-related operational data including diagnostics to
the vehicle control system
— Additional monitoring and control of peripheral engine systems
· Coolant level monitoring
· Fuel pump actuation
· Air ﬁlter monitoring
· Integrated safety functions
· Data output for fuel consumption indicator
· Ethernet diagnosis interface (e.g. service laptop)
· Fault ring buffer
· Cooling fan regulation
MDEC / ADEC engine control systems
The engine control systems
— MDEC (MTU Diesel Engine Control) for Series 4000 R41
— ADEC (Advanced Diesel Engine Control) for Series 1600, 4000 R03/
R04 are systems that have been developed and produced by MTU
speciﬁcally for use with the very latest high-performance diesel engine
technology – designed not only for full control of the Common Rail
technology in the Series 4000, but above all for the management of
frequent extreme loads and sudden load changes, which can be
overcome effortlessly and smoothly using this system.

The most important features at a glance:
— Component mounted on and wired into the engine
— Integrated control and monitoring system
— Fuel-optimized output regulation
— Integrated safety and self-test system
— Data bus interface
POM (Power Output Module) for Series 1600, 4000 R03/R04
Module with actuating function for the starter motor and alternator, with
the following features:
— Component mounted on the engine
— Starter relay and other conventional power routing not required
— Optimization of start-up process; starter motor monitoring with
engaging function
— Alternator function monitoring
— Line break and short circuit monitoring
— Battery voltage monitoring with start-up intervention plus status
indication and error report function
— ADEC and POM linked via CAN data bus
— Fully automated start-up control with ADEC

MTU powerline PAU Engine
for new locomotives or repowering

MTU powerline PAU Traction
for repowering of diesel-electric locomotives

Cab

Vehicle control system

powerline additional module for repowering of diesel-electric
locomotive drive systems
PAU Traction (Power Automation Unit)
Module for the monitoring, control, regulation and system integration of
the traction generator and rectiﬁer, with the following features:
— For drive systems with direct-current series-wound engines
— Optimized output regulation, conﬁgured for the diesel engine
— Generator, rectiﬁer and vehicle engine monitoring
— Field weakening control for vehicle engine
— Wheel-slip protection
— Integrated safety functions (e.g. power shut-off)
— Ethernet interface (e.g. service laptop)
— Internal fault ring buffer
— Locomotive safety functions
— Speciﬁcation includes current and voltage transformers plus ampliﬁer
for generator excitation

+

+

PAU Engine

1)

2)

MDEC

ADEC

Starter motor
Alternator

POM

MTU ampliﬁer
Generator excitation

MTU
Voltage transformer +
current transformer

Starter motor
Alternator

24V battery
or
MTU CaPoS
starter system
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PAU Traction

Peripheral engine
components
– Fuel pump
– Cooling fan
– Coolant level switch

24V battery
or
MTU CaPoS
starter system

Traction generator

CaPoS with powerline

CaPoS with powerline - Sample for the 12V 4000

CaPoS
for new locomotives or repowering

Cab

Vehicle control system

PAU
1)

2)

MDEC

ADEC

Starter motor

POM

Starter motor

CaPoS – Capacitor Power System for Series 1600, 1800 and 4000

Innovation right from the start.
CaPoS

Voltage transformer
(DC/DC)

UltraCap
module
1

UltraCap
module
5

Loksteuerung
Depending on engine, use of between
1 to 5 UltraCap modules

CaPoS is an innovative UltraCap voltage supply system which obviates the need for conventional starter batteries in
railroad applications.
CaPoS uses capacitor technology to optimize startup behavior. The number of UltraCap modules to be used depends on the
type of engine involved and its breakaway torque. CaPoS may be used autonomously or in conjunction with the powerline
automation system.
The most important features at a glance:
— Autonomous and modular construction
— Maintenance-free system
— Signiﬁcant reductions in weight and volume compared with conventional starter batteries
— Optimized cold-starting properties
— Low life-cycle costs
— No voltage interruption during start-up
— On-board voltage of 16V – 154V possible
— Wired-up complete system
— CAN interface with powerline

On-Board
battery

1) for Series 4000 R41
2) for Series 1600, Series 4000 R03/R04
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CaPoS smart edition

CaPoS smart edition – Sample for the 12V 1600

CaPoS smart edition
for new vehicles or repowering

Cab

Vehicle control system

1)

2)

3)

MR2

Temic

ADEC

Starter

Starter

POM

Starter

CaPoS smart edition – Capacitor Power System for Series 1600, 1800 and 4000

Reliable power right from the start.
CaPoS
Module
1

Module
5

1 to 5 Modules

CaPoS smart edition was especially developed for heavy and duty applications and provides the high energy required by the
24V DC starters during the starting sequence.
CaPoS smart edition uses capacitor technology to optimize startup behavior. The number of modules to be used depends on
the type of engine involved and its breakaway torque.
The most important features at a glance:
— Autonomous and modular construction
— Maintenance-free system
— Signiﬁcant reductions in weight and volume compared with conventional starter batteries
— Optimized cold-starting capabilities
— Low life-cycle costs
— No voltage interruption during start-up
— On-board voltage of 24V DC
— Integrated self-monitoring system with interface to vehicle control system
— Integrated DC-/DC converter for automatical recharging
— IP66 protection

On-Board
Battery 24V DC

1) for Series 1600
2) + 3) for Series 1600, Series 4000 R41
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VI

MTU ValueCare

Keep going.
From maintenance and repair solutions to spare parts to
remanufactured products, MTU offers a full range of support to
help you get the most from your equipment. MTU has always had
a strong commitment to our customers. With MTU ValueCare,
this focus extends beyond the sale of our engines.

1x

Designed for maximum performance, uptime and value, MTU ValueCare
is a diverse portfolio of products and services.
MTU ValueCare includes three product lines:
— ValueService:
Extensive global service and support to help
you protect your investment

Your partner for the long term
MTU ValueCare products and services are available anywhere in the
world through our extensive network of authorized distributors and
service dealers.
For more information, please contact your local MTU service center or
visit www.mtu-online.com.

— ValueSpares:
Genuine spare parts and top-quality consumables
designed speciﬁcally for MTU engines and systems
— ValueExchange:
Remanufactured engines and service parts
engineered with the same high-quality standards
as new products
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1

ValueService

Complete maintenance
and support.
Reliable, expert assistance is essential to maintaining and improving high levels of performance
throughout your engine or system’s lifecycle. ValueService is a full line of maintenance, repair
and service solutions to help you protect your investment and get the most out of your equipment.

Maintenance solutions
Every MTU engine and system is built to last,
with MTU’s legendary high engineering
standards. But our commitment to quality
and uptime doesn’t end after the sale.
MTU customized maintenance plans, annual
inspections and repair professionals will
extend your equipment‘s life even longer.
And for added conﬁdence, our coverage plans
will help you prepare for the unexpected –
well into the future.
— Customized Care
Unconditional engine reliability is important
for optimizing lifecycle costs and protecting
your investment. MTU is committed to your
support. Customized Care – professional
maintenance solutions from MTU – makes
it easy to plan the cost of maintenance
throughout your engine’s lifecycle. The
details, terms and periods of each package
are precisely tailored to match your individual
needs, ensuring cost certainty and maximum
availability. Customized Care offers a complete
range of services. Professional maintenance
is performed by MTU-certiﬁed technicians,
using only genuine MTU new or remanufactured
spare parts.
— Extended Coverage
Extended Coverage delivers peace of mind by
covering the cost of unexpected repairs beyond
your standard warranty, tailored speciﬁcally
to meet your needs. During the extended
coverage period, the cost of materials and
labor are covered. Repairs with troubleshooting
and fault clearance, provision of required
components, and replacement of failed
components are included. To ensure
maximum quality, all repairs are conducted by
knowledgeable MTU professionals.
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— Annual Check
Annual Check is a yearly professional
inspection of your MTU engines and systems
by MTU experts, allowing you to identify and
address problems early. It ensures effective
preventive maintenance, helping you save on
repairs or unexpected downtime, optimizing
your engine’s performance and longevity. Our
technicians will evaluate the effectiveness of
your maintenance program and offer expert
advice, highlighting any additional preventive
maintenance or repair work that may be
required. The process includes visual engine
inspection; test run and leak check; on-site
engine oil and coolant analysis; and diagnostic
evaluation and reporting.

Diagnostic solutions
— Remote Services
Identifying faults as early as possible saves
valuable service time and helps you make
quick decisions regarding operational issues.
Remote Services is a powerful diagnostic
solution that links you directly to a record of
your MTU engines and systems activity
through a secure Internet connection.
Remote Services incorporates a telemetric
device that stores selected information and
then transmits it in near real-time or at
predetermined intervals. Important engine
data such as oil temperature, current
location and hours of duty completed can
be conveniently retrieved for analysis – even
thousands of miles from the worksite.

Other services
— Training
Comprehensive training is a great way to get
maximum efﬁciency from your equipment.
From timely preventive maintenance to
efﬁcient diagnostics and repair, our training
programs are available around the world and
designed to make your service personnel
proﬁcient with MTU engines and systems.
Whatever the product or application, we offer
a wide range of customized training programs
to maximize your return on investment.
In addition, we can provide further value-added
services:
— Technical documentation
— RAMS - LCC-Analysis
— Workshop and test bench solutions
— Individual maintenance, repair and overhaul
For more information contact your local
distributor or visit www.mtu-online.com.
2
1 MTU service professionals provide advice and support to ensure the
optimal operation of your MTU engines and PowerPacks®.
2 With Remote Services, you can monitor engine activity from miles away,
through the Internet.

ValueSpares

Designed, approved and tested
by MTU. For MTU.
MTU engines and systems are found all over the world, performing in a wide range of industries
and applications. To keep your equipment running at optimum efﬁciency, choose from a full line of
ValueSpares genuine parts and consumables. They’re designed, tested and approved speciﬁcally
for MTU engines and systems. Only MTU can provide genuine quality ValueSpares parts and
consumables that work seamlessly with your product. ValueSpares products help you get
maximum performance and value from your equipment. And putting them to work is easy:
ValueSpares products are available worldwide through our MTU service network.

Spare Parts
To ensure your equipment is always up and running, choose genuine
ValueSpares replacement parts. Only MTU can guarantee parts that are
custom designed, tested and approved speciﬁcally for MTU engines
and systems. Developed from a single, convenient source – MTU – all
ValueSpares parts maximize performance and prolong engine life.
Designed to meet your speciﬁc requirements for OEM parts and supplies,
they are available for every MTU product. We offer everything needed for
a turnkey installation. Additionally, our global logistics network of parts
centers around the world ensures maximum availability.
Consumables
MTU offers a full range of consumables for your preventive maintenance
program, including oils, coolants and ﬁlters. Genuine ValueSpares
consumables are available for the full range of MTU engines and systems.
All are engineered to maximize engine performance, prolong engine
life and protect your investment. ValueSpares consumables must pass
rigorous testing to qualify for use in MTU engines. Superior design and
top-quality materials result in maximum power, torque, longevity and low
total-cost of operation. As a result, ValueSpares consumables enhance
your peace of mind.
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ValueExchange

Rebuilt to last.
Whether replacing a single component or an entire engine, quality is essential. ValueExchange
provides a full range of genuine remanufactured MTU products, engineered to ensure robust,
reliable performance. Choose from remanufactured parts or engines and PowerPacks that utilize
genuine new and remanufactured MTU parts. A rigorous reconditioning process ensures the
same high standards of performance, service life and quality as new products— including design
and model–related updates. As a result, genuine ValueExchange products feature technological
advancements similar to new products. And for added conﬁdence, we back our products with a full
manufacturer’s warranty.

Parts
Replacing parts affordably and quickly is important to your ﬁnancial
success. ValueExchange remanufactured parts are a smart long-term
solution. When you choose ValueExchange parts, you get genuine MTU
quality, speed and peace of mind while lowering costs. Thanks to precise
remanufacturing and inspection processes, genuine ValueExchange
parts share the same high standards of performance, service life and
quality as new parts, helping you maximize your engine investments.
Over the lifespan of your engine, these savings can really add up. And
along with cost beneﬁts, there are environmental beneﬁts as well – the
reuse of parts saves resources and avoids waste.
We want you to get back to work and stay productive. So we’re committed
to making sure ValueExchange parts are readily available, which reduces
downtime, service time and indirect service costs such as storage. The
ValueExchange process is designed to help you save costs, since your
used parts or “cores” still have value. Simply order your ValueExchange
part and return your core for a credit after you’ve replaced it. The value
of the credit is determined based on the condition of your returned part.
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Engines and PowerPacks®
The sooner your equipment is up and running, the sooner you can get
back to business. As you explore your options, you must consider total
costs, including downtime, service time, repair charges and warranty
exposure. Sometimes your schedule or budget doesn’t allow for a
traditional engine overhaul or new unit. ValueExchange engines and
PowerPacks® offer you an efﬁcient solution. Using original manufacturer
parts and processes, we provide remanufactured products with proven
MTU quality and durability.
ValueExchange engines and PowerPacks® offer great value. They can put
your equipment back to work faster compared to an overhaul, and they’re
less expensive than purchasing new products – since your “cores” still
have value. And with our no-hassle core acceptance policy, we provide
the total costs to replace your product up front – preventing unplanned
costs. To maintain the highest standard of performance, we use only
genuine MTU replacement parts in the remanufacturing process. All
ValueExchange engines and PowerPacks® are rigorously dynamometer
tested, using the same procedures as those used for new products.

MTU Service Network

Local support.
Worldwide.

Trains are used all over the world, on every continent.
So just like the rail network, our service network
spans the globe. We know that the reliability and
performance of your engines and systems are crucial
for your success and competitiveness. That’s why
whenever and wherever you need expert support,
MTU specialists can be there quickly.
This continuous and long-term care ensures high
availability, dependability and efﬁciency throughout
the lifecycle of your engines and systems.

VII

To ﬁnd your local MTU distributor,
visit www.mtu-online.com.

Local support. Worldwide.
We ensure that you receive individualized support from our global network of
more than 1,200 service centers – anywhere, anytime.
Global Headquarters
Regional Headquarters
Sales and Customer Service Center

Overview of MTU engines

VIII

Series and emissions qualiﬁcation
1

Engine model

UIC II

UIC IIIA

EU Stage IIIA

EU Stage IIIB

US EPA Tier 3

US EPA Tier 3

US EPA Tier 4i

compliant

certiﬁed

(line haul loco) compliant

(line haul loco) Carb ULEL

(NRMM)

MTU PowerPacks® for Railcars
1 Series 1800
2

2 Series 1600

MTU Engines for Railcar Trainsets,
Push-Pull Trains and Locomotives
3 Series 1600
4 Series 4000
3

8V/12V/16V 4000 R41
8V/12V/16V/20V 4000 R43 1)
20V 4000 R53
20V 4000 R63
12V/16V 4000 R54
12V/16V 4000 R64/74/84

4

1) EU IIIA type approved. Under special preconditions certiﬁcation available on request.
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MTU engine technology

Key technologies for
emission reduction
Engine model

Exhaust Gas Aftertreatment
1 SCR

IX

Perfectly tuned key technologies enable MTU to comply with
current and future emissions standards and reduce fuel consumption
at the same time. As a systems supplier, MTU also ensures that all
system components interact perfectly for smooth operation.

Internal Emission Technolgy

2 DPF

3 DOC

4 EGR

5 Two-Stage
Turbocharging

6 Advanced CR
Fuel Injection

Railcar
Series 1800

Series 1600

Locomotive
Series 1600

Series 4000

Exhaust Gas Aftertreatment

Internal Emission Technology
1

2

1 Selective Catalytic Reduction
(SCR)
The SCR system can remove as
much as 90 percent of nitrates
from exhaust gas. In SCR
development, MTU has primarily
focused on low fuel consumption
and a low space requirement for
SCR components.

2 Diesel Particulate Filter (DPF)/
3 Diesel Oxidation Catalyst (DOC)
MTU Diesel Particulate Filters and
Diesel Oxidation Catalysts are
capable of lowering soot emissions
to levels that in some cases are
well below the statutory limits.
Statutory limits form part of the
emissions concept.
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3

4

4 Exhaust Gas Recirculation
(EGR)
Exhaust Gas Recirculation can
reduce nitrogen oxide generation
within the cylinder by 40 percent
and more. MTU has designed a
solution for compact integration of
all EGR components so that
virtually no additional space is
required. This enables customers
to upgrade their rail vehicles for
compliance with the new emissions
standards at no great expenditure.

5

5 Two-Stage Turbocharging
Turbocharging enables MTU engines
to achieve low fuel consumption
and high power output across a
wide speed range. Turbochargers
are ﬁnely adjusted to suit the
demands on the engine in terms of
cost-effectiveness, performance,
dynamic response and service life.
Space-saving integration of
turbochargers into the engine
brings the customer the added
beneﬁts of compact design.

6

6 Advanced Common Rail
Fuel Injection
MTU has been using Common Rail
systems with success since 1996
and has continually reﬁned its CR
technology in collaboration with
Tognum subsidiary L’Orange and
other suppliers. Thanks to its
wide-ranging CR-system expertise,
MTU can exploit the full potential
of fuel injection to make its engines
exceptionally cost-effective and
super-clean.
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Certiﬁed Quality

MTU quality is something
you can measure – and feel.

We have set the standard by successfully retaining our
ISO 9001 certiﬁcation for many years now, and have
so proven time and time over how our capabilities can
beneﬁt our customers.
Yet what we have already achieved is not enough for
us – it is just a basis and gives us the momentum for
our further development and continuous improvement.

Other credentials - UIC-certiﬁcation of Series 4000
engines, the environmental management certiﬁcate
ISO 14001, and “Q1 supplier” classiﬁcation by
Deutsche Bahn - speak for themselves and for the
high level of quality and customer satisfaction that
MTU offers.

X

To add to all this, we have now received a further seal
of approval. We are the ﬁrst diesel engine manufacturer in the world to receive the Inter national Railway
Industry Standard (IRIS) certiﬁcation, putting us a step
ahead of the competition.
The high quality standards we set ourselves, plus
motivated and well-qualiﬁed employees who constantly
think ahead and take anticipatory action where
necessary, have enabled us to fulﬁll the demanding
requirements of IRIS.

Leading in quality and certiﬁcation
MTU is the ﬁrst diesel engine manufacturer in the world to receive certiﬁcation
according to the International Railway Industry Standard (IRIS).
Certiﬁcation awarded by further renowned certiﬁcation bodies demonstrates
clearly the uncompromising way in which we apply our quality philosophy across
all products and processes.
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